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1. Introduction
1.1 TIGER project
The construction sector is one of the largest consumers of energy in Europe, responsible
for nearly 40% of energy consumption and 36% of GHG emissions. Such problem is
intimately connected with the old age and inefficiency of the European building stock.
Moreover, the EU average on the population-reported indicators from the member states
Report on Energy Poverty 20191 shows that in 2018 7,3% of population is unable to keep
home adequately warm, 6,6% is unable to pay its utility bills on time, 16,2% of the
households spends a high share of their income on energy expenditure. It is evident how
the need for action is immediate: the European Observatory for Energy Poverty2 (EPOV)
underlines the need for “integrated” measures to address both energy efficiency and energy
poverty, based on concerted policy actions through a combination of measures in the
energy, social housing, and health sectors. It is important to underline also how the recent
COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated energy poverty, obliging people to stay home, and
increasing energy-consuming activities while, at the same time, reducing family’s incomes.
TIGER project proposes itself as a possible solution perfectly fitting the European policy
recommendation and reflecting the integrated approach above mentioned: the project aims
at “building effective programmes, such as financing schemes for households to renovate
their houses, to reduce energy bills and help the environment in order to address housing
improvements and retrofitting”. More specifically, the overall objectives are to set-up an
innovative financial model, based on Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) and to
combine the different financial tools available at National and Regional level (ROP

1

https://www.energypoverty.eu/sites/default/files/downloads/publications/20-06/mj0420245enn.en_pdf
“Towards an inclusive energy transition in the European Union: Confronting energy poverty amidst a global
crisis Third panEU energy poverty report of the EU Energy Poverty Observatory” https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail//publication/4a440cf0-b5f5-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
3 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-green-deal-communication_
2
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ERDF funds, National incentives (i.e Thermal account), tax deductions (i.e. Ecobonus and
Superbonus) and soft loans). Moreover, the inhabitants of the social buildings will be actively
involved in the entire process of refurbishment of their households by implementing a
bottom-up mechanism considering their needs and difficulties eventually arising from a
condition of energy poverty. The engagement with the householders will be strategic in
assuring a better acceptance of the project and overcome the eventual barriers which are
likely to arise. The whole process will allow for the maximisation of cost savings to support
social housing agencies (ATERs) for energy retrofitting of their buildings in the
Abruzzo Region.
The project will involve more than 1.500 apartments and addressing 20.000 consumers,
with an expected investment of 16.431.092€. The overall long-term impacts are:
⮚ Reduction of buildings energy consumption higher than 33%;
⮚ Reduction of primary energy consumption over than 8,7 GWh/year and
749,7toe/year;
⮚ Reduction of CO2 emissions by 1.760,3 tonnes/year, contributing to the
decarbonisation of EU building stock;
⮚ Empowerment of 20.000 consumers;
⮚ Refurbishment of 1.529 dwellings.
Moreover, TIGER project is developed as a pilot project to be scaled and reproposed at
national and European level.
The partners of the project are Abruzzo Region (coordinator), the ATER of Pescara,
L'Aquila, Teramo, Chieti and Lanciano, AGENA Srl - Agency for Energy and the
Environment of the Province of Teramo, AESS - Agency for the energy and sustainable
development of Modena and AISFOR Srl.
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1.2 WP6: Communication and dissemination activities
One of the main innovative aspects of the TIGER project is the strong engagement with
stakeholders. TIGER is not an isolated research project but, to reach its ambitious goals, it
needs to engage and cooperate with many different actors: householders of the social
buildings, ESCOs, social housing companies and public authorities. These actors may then
also promote and benefit the further replication of the financing model and the best practices
after the end of the TIGER project.
It is evident how communication and dissemination activities play a key role, fostering the
project’s understanding, cooperation with other projects and stakeholders and facilitate the
exploitation of useful synergies.
TIGER communication and dissemination activities are included in work package six (WP6),
under the responsibility of AISFOR. More in detail, WP6 focuses on external and formal
communication, while WP5 oversees the engagement and communication with the
inhabitants of the social housing (ATERs) engaged in the project.
The main objectives of the communication activities are:
⮚ the dissemination of TIGER project’s objectives and results at national and
European level.
⮚ the recognition of TIGER model as a best practice for future renovation
activities in social housing.
To achieve these goals WP6 contains the following tasks:
⮚ T6.1 TIGER Dissemination Plan
⮚ T6.2 TIGER website and social accounts
⮚ T6.3 Communication, Dissemination and Exploitation material
⮚ T6.4 Publication and participation in Events
⮚ T6.5 Exploitation and Sustainability
D.6.1 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
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And foresees the following deliverables:
Deliverable Title

Type

number
D6.1

Stakeholder

Communication

and

dissemination plan

Dissemination Due
level

date

Report

Public

M3

D6.2

Website

Website

Public

M3

D6.3

Dissemination material

Website

Public

M6

D6.4

Report on Dissemination Activities

Report

Public

M36

D6.5

Exploitation Plan

Report

Confidential

M30

D6.6

Final Publishable Report

Report

Public

M36

The present document constitutes the D6.1 Stakeholder Communication and
dissemination Plan.
This plan is a common frame created to provide all members of the consortium with a
reference guide to manage and evaluate the dissemination, communication, and
exploitation activities. The overall objective of the plan is to assure a successful
dissemination, gain visibility and increase the impact among the key target groups and
different stakeholders.
Therefore, this plan will be updated yearly based on the activities carried out and results and
impact achieved against the performances indicators for the various activities contained (see
chapter 7).
The stakeholder Communication and dissemination plan is structured as follows: after a
general presentation of the visual identity and communication strategy adopted (chap. 2),
each task of the WP 6 is presented, and all the core activities are specified, indicating the
objectives, the target groups, the channels, and the timing of each activity. The indicators
and the measures adopted to evaluate each activity are also mentioned, with a further
specification regarding the measures to evaluate the single actions contained in the Partneraction-timing matrix. As a matter of fact, considering the importance of other partner’s
D.6.1 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
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collaboration in carrying on the dissemination activities in a successful way, for each activity
a specific tab will explain each partner’s role and effort.

2. Visual Identity and Communication strategy
The visual identity of TIGER project is based on two main concepts: the tiger and the
house.
The choice of a strategy based on the word "TIGER" (and in Italian "TIGRE") allows for a
visual and impactful communication. Moreover, Tiger-based communication would be
unique among H2020 projects related to energy efficiency and could be easily recognized
by stakeholders and users.
The project logo is linked with a tiger - combined with more thematic keywords such as:
building (with a relationship to social housing), citizens, renovation, wave (in connection with
the renovation wave).

The final choice is a rounded logo, with the tiger’s figure jumping on the houses roof, a direct
reference to the refurbishment activities foreseen by the project. The shape of the stripe of
the tiger’s coat recall for the lightning, symbol of energy.
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The communication colour scheme is yellow (tending to a dark shade,
almost orange / brownish) and black, leaving the traditional schemes linked
to green (from the green deal to energy labelling). Furthermore, yellow and
black are new colours not linked to negative concepts as stigmatization of
vulnerable consumers and also recall the colours of buildings.
However, basing the strategy on the "tiger" alone would lose (at least in visual impact
communication) the relationship with the purpose and activities of the project. Therefore, it
is important to combine the two concepts of the Tiger and the Houses, in both logo, social
media and communication messages.
Images to be inspired by combining the tiger with building and people, for example as murals
of tigers on the external walls of houses in suburban neighbourhoods.

Communication and dissemination activities of WP 6 are mainly directed to external
stakeholders, therefore the strategy adopted must be tailored to the different target involved
and the type of action implemented (e.g. event organization, paper publication).
The communication strategy is based on a Design-Action-Control scheme:
⮚ DESIGN: each communication action will be designed ex ante, with an analysis of the
target involved and the definition of the goal. Then an adequate sponsorship campaign
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will be carried on both the website and the social accounts (according to the nature of
the action itself).
⮚ ACTION: during the event itself (or the publication) the social accounts will be used to
create a brief and incisive storytelling (e.g. citations of the speakers, pictures) and to
share final remarks and official thanks to participants and collaborators.
⮚ CONTROL: each communication and dissemination action will be evaluated ex post and
compared with the goals set in the first phase.

Each action will be tailored on the specific target identified. The summary tab below shows
the different target groups, the key messages related to each one, the communication
channel identified to deliver the message in the most effective way and a summary of the
indicators to be taken into consideration.

TARGET

Key

Channel

Indicator

KPI

Message
Social

Spread

Communication

No. of factsheet 250.000

houses

awareness

material

distributed,

inhabitants

on

TIGER
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project’s

Web site

objectives.
Twitter

N.

of

people 500

people

reached

through reached

website

through
website

Facebook

N.

of

people 25,000 people

reached

through reached

Social Network.

through social
media

ESCOs and Inform
Financial

TIGER

Institutions

project’s

on Website

Papers/articles

N.

of

people 500

people

reached

through reached

website

through

objectives;

website
Events

of

people

Inform on the

reached

through

call for tender

articles

Inform

N

on

N.

of

people

TIGER

participating

innovative

events

in

financing
model
Inhabitants of Inform
the

on Communication

social TIGER

houses

model’s

directly

advantage

involved

in and positive

the project.

expected

material

Material

500

people

distributed.

reached
through

Website

People
through

Facebook

outcome.

media

reached website
social
25,000 people
reached

Twitter
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Increase

N.

awareness

reached

on

website

actions

of

people through social
through media

implemented.
Social

Inform

housing

TIGER

companies

project’s

(ATER)

objectives;

on

Website

Facebook

N.

of

people 500

people

reached

through reached

website

through
website

Twitter
Inform on the
project’s

N.

of

reached
Linkedin

people
through 25,000 people

social media

results

reached
through social
media

Social

Inform

Housing

TIGER model

operators

on

Final event

N.

of

European event

reached

Website

website

Final report

people 10

operators

through should
participate

in

the events

500

people

reached
through
website
Abruzzo

Inform

on ANCI network

N of municipalities 305

region public Tiger model Final event

and other public municipalities

authorities

positive

Website

authorities

results;

Final report

reached

reached

500

people

reached
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Inform on the

N.

of

people through

call

reached

through website

for

tenders
Italian public Inform
authorities

website
on ANCI network

N of regions and 19

Tiger model
positive

other
Final event

public reached

authorities

results;

reached;
Website

500

people

reached

Inform on the

N.

of

people through

call

reached

through website

for Final report

tenders
EE

regions

sector Inform

website;
on Website

N

of

organizations tiger project’s Final event

reached

objectives

European event

website,

and results;

Participation
national

on

people Participation in
through 3 events

500

people

events

reached

promoted

by

through

representatives

of

website

the EE sector;
European

Inform

on English website

stakeholders

tiger project’s LinkedIn,

N

of

people 500

people

twitter reached

through reached

website,

through

objectives

and fb

and results.

European event

website
LinkedIn
25,000 people
Twitter

reached
through social
media
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People

100

people

participating in the participating in
event

the event

2.Task 6.2: Website and social accounts
1.3 Description of the task:
The task foresees the creation and continuous update of the project website and the drafting
of a public document (Deliverable D6.2) describing its structure, Control Management
System, and layout. Moreover, the communication strategy also foresees a wide use of
social media, to engage with different stakeholders on optimal channels to provide quick
and impactful information. The website and the social media pages will replicate the colours
of the logo to increase visibility and recognizability. AISFOR will oversee the updating of
both the website (through the Content Management System - CMS) and the social media,
while all the other partners having an effort on WP 6 (RA, AGENA, AESS, ATER L’Aquila,
Lanciano, Pescara, Chieti e Teramo) will participate contributing to the contents to be
uploaded and cooperating in ensuring the best possible dissemination of the TIGER project.

3.2

Creation of the Website

The main objective of the website is to communicate to stakeholders the progress of the
project and the results achieved. For this reason, the website will be in two languages:
English and Italian; the Italian version will be continuously updated with the relevant material,
news, and contents in general while the English version, considering the predominance of
the national target, will be more static containing a general description of the project, the
public deliverables and news and events relevant at European level. Through the CMS
AISFOR will update the contents provided by the participants in the consortium, the public
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deliverables and the material created along the project. Moreover, the website will play a
strategic role in the phase of the call for tender creation and implementation.
Each partner will insert in their own website a brief description of the project with a link to
TIGER website to better inform the stakeholder’s network.
The Italian version will contain six sections on the home-bar:
⮚ Project description
⮚ Partners
⮚ Beneficiaries
⮚ News section
⮚ Press Review
⮚ Search command
It will be continuously update on the progress and the activities carried on and will contain a
specific section on the results achieved and the events Tiger Project will participate in. A
dedicated section will provide a resume of the useful material (e.g. kit for householders,
guidelines etc) and a press review section will contain all the articles created.

www.tigerproject.eu
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The English version will be more static, with a main focus on the results of the projects and
the progress made at European level (e.g. European events etc). The public deliverables
will be published also in the English version.

www.tigerproject.eu
TARGET: the website will address all the stakeholder involved in the project at various title:
⮚ Social housing inhabitants in general: will find useful material to understand
the phenomenon of energy poverty and useful tools to save energy in their
homes (e.g. short videos, factsheets)
⮚ Inhabitants of the social housing engaged in the project: will find useful
material, stay update on the progress of the projects and receive news and the
next events.
⮚ ESCOs: will find news on the progress of the project, insight and notices
regarding the call prepared.
⮚ ATERs: will find information on the project, the results and useful contacts.
D.6.1 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
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⮚ Public Authorities
⮚ National Authorities
⮚ European Authorities (the English section)
TIMING: the website will be online immediately after the end of month 3 (the deadline is
month 3, however being August it was decided to launch the website immediately afterwards
in September 2021) and will be regularly updated. AISFOR will send a monthly reminder to
the participants of the consortium to inform regarding the publication plan and gather the
material to be published.
INDICATORS: Number of access to the websites, number of downloads of the material
uploaded to be assessed through google analytics and automatic website counting.
GOAL: 500 persons reached through website.

PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:
Partner

Activity

Publication Due
also on SM

month

Yes

M3

AISFOR

Creation of the website

AISFOR

Creation of a document explaining the website No

M3

(D6.2)
ALL

Publication of TIGER standard information (with link No

M3

to TIGER website) on all partner’s website.
AISFOR

News Informal workshop with ATER’s inhabitants

Yes

M4-M9

AISFOR

Monthly reminder to the partner

No

M3-M36

AISFOR

Uploading Householders and operators’ awareness Yes

M18

and building communication and storytelling Kit
(D5.2)
RA

News on tender for the selection of legal expert

D.6.1 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
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AESS

Innovative SH financing scheme/tool (D2.5)

No

M10

RA

(news) 2 webinar T4.1

Yes

M12.M20

AISFOR

Upload of communication material

Yes

M6

AISFOR

Uploading Communication material Chieti school

Yes

M6

AISFOR

Publication of SH refurbishment guidelines (D5.4)

Yes

M30

RA

Contracts with ESCOs (T4.4)

Yes

M34

RA

News of the 2 webinars T1.3

Yes

AGENA

News on tender for the selection of energy auditors Yes

(M5)

T2.3
AGENA

News to launch the training course for energy Yes

M7

auditors
AISFOR

Helpdesk online (T5.2)

Yes

M10-M17

AESS

Draft of the EPTA contract ( D2.7)

No

(M18)

AGENA

Upload of toolkit for energy audits for SH (D2.3) + No

M7

Executive summary in English
AGENA

Upload of all articles/news and event

Yes

M12

AESS

Publication of call (D3.3)

Yes

M18

AESS

Report

on

financial

instruments

for

energy No

M5

renovation buildings (D2.2)
RA

News on amendment of Regional law

Yes

M12

AISFOR

Publication brochure energy efficiency

Yes

M9
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AISFOR

Publication 10 videos

Yes

M9-M18

AISFOR

Publication of calendars for the inhabitants

Yes

M18-M19

AISFOR

Publication of 10 specific videos for the inhabitants

Yes

AISFOR

News 5 workshop with ATER’s inhabitants

Yes

M10-M22

AISFOR

News 10 meetings with ATER’s inhabitants

Yes

M16M22;
M22-M34

AISFOR

Launch brief online training course

Yes

AISFOR

Launch online training course for the ATER Yes

M12
M4

operators

3.3

Creation of social account

The creation of the social networks is strategic in reaching a broader public with short and
impactful messages, reaching stakeholders in a more immediate and capillary way with a
multimedia approach. The creation of different social networks (Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn) reflects the different goals of the communication actions and the characteristics of
each social media.
AISFOR will be in charge of the Social Media Management, and will send a monthly
reminder to all the partners asking for material and news that need to be sponsored through
the social. For what concerns specific actions, such as participation in European and
national events, micro communication campaigns will be created, with previous
announcements, storytelling during the events and final remarks and thanks
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LinkedIn:
LinkedIn will be used mainly to deliver messages to
institutional stakeholders, ESCOs and European
stakeholders. The main objective of the social will
be

to

strengthen

the

relationships

of

the

participants in the network through reactions and
“share” to the posts published. The posts will
address mainly the publication of deliverables,
papers and the participation in events.
The profile will be structured as follow: a personal page will be created with the official e-mail of the project and then a “page” will be
added, having a brief description of the project.
Name

Content

Target

Strategy

#

Language LINK

h2020Tiger

Events

Partners,

Formal language

#energypoverty

English

www.linkedin.com/

and

company/h2020tig

Italian

er-project/

Project

policy makers, Posts after events shared by partners #socialhousing
and participants.

Publication

public

of

authorities

Post on publication of deliverables

#socialfinancing
#H2020porject

deliverables
Facebook:

A Facebook page will be created from AISFOR official profile. The page will have its
own autonomy and will be highly recognizable through the use of the name TIGER
and the use of the chosen graphics.

Name

Target

Content

Strategy
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Language

Link
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Tiger.eu

News

Partners, Public

Informal and non-

#povertà

Italian

https://www.facebook.co

Events

authorities, NGO

technical language

energetica

m/Tigereu-

Deliverables

and consumer

micro-campaign to

#ediliziasociale

105493675089220

&paper

associations,

promote events or

#Regioneabruzzo

citizen

deliverables

#progettieuropei
#H2020

Twitter:
Twitter is a social media already widely used for European projects, therefore it is strategic in reaching and networking with realities
like TIGER and, because of its widely recognized political use, public institutions and authorities.
Name
tiger.eu

Content

Target

News
related
project

(both
to

the
and

Strategy

Partners,

public

authorities,

policy

makers
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Informal

#
and

non-technical
language

Language

#povertà

Link
https://twitter.com/tigereu5

energetica

Italian and

#ediliziasociale

English

#Regioneabruzzo
23

external through

Short

#progettieuropei

retweet),

messages with #H2020

Events

hashtag

TARGET: the social networks will address all the stakeholder involved in the project at various title:
⮚ Social housing inhabitants in general: will find useful material to understand the phenomenon of energy poverty and
useful tools to save energy in their homes (e.g. short videos and flat sheets)
⮚ Inhabitants of the social housing engaged in the project: will find useful material, stay update on the progress of the
projects and receive news and the next events.
⮚ ESCOs: will find news on the progress of the project, insight and notices regarding the call prepared
⮚ ATERs
⮚ Public Authorities
⮚ National Authorities
D.6.1 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
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⮚ European Authorities
TIMING: the social networks will be created in coincidence with the start of the project M1 (1 st of June) and then will be continuously
updated. Their use should be continuous, with an average of 2 posts for month, to guarantee a good visibility of the contents and
better exploit the algorithmic functioning of the platforms.
INDICATORS: number of people reached through social networks to be assessed through Social Counter.
GOAL: 25.000 people reached through social network. 4. Task 6.3 Dissemination Material
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1.4 General Description and goal of the task
The partners will prepare adequate communication material in Italian and in English, when
necessary, to be distributed in the events organised within TIGER Project and where
representatives of the partnership are invited.
Moreover, the material will be uploaded on the website in the section denominated “useful
material” under the page Beneficiaries. The graphical layout and the colours will be the same
of the website to facilitate the recognition of the project. The collection of such material will
constitute the deliverable D6.3.
The material will be constituted by:
⮚ 25.000 factsheets (5000 for each ATER = 5000x5=25.000) containing easy to
understand contents to save energy at home and the reference of the TIGER’s
contacts.
⮚ 10 posters presenting TIGER Project’s message and objective in a short and
immediate way
⮚ 2 roll-ups
The goal of the task and of the material distributed is to communicate in a short and effective
way the challenge and the objectives of the project. Moreover, each communication material
will give adequate visibility to social media and website links (through QR-Codes).
TIMING: the deliverable D6.3 will be ready for M6 and then published on the website.
TARGET: the communication material addresses a wide range of stakeholders. The
factsheets will be used by the ATERS, therefore will be in Italian and with an informal and
non-technical language. The posters and he roll-ups instead will be used in a broader range

of events and meetings, from communication with public authorities to ESCOs and Social
housing companies.
INDICATORS: N of download from the website (through google analytics), n of material
distributed (trough Attendance sheets).
GOAL: distribution of 25000 factsheets; 10 posters and 2 roll-ups.
PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:

PARTNER

ACTIVITY

DUE DATE

AISFOR

Design the material and share it with the partners

M6

ALL

Print the material and use it in the meetings

3. Task 6.4 Publication and participation in
events
1.5 General description and goal of the task
The participation in events, both organized externally and internally, and the implementation
of an official and technical dissemination strategy through specific articles, is strategical in
guaranteeing an adequate dissemination of the model and its results. Moreover, this phase
is particularly delicate to ensure the better exploitation of the project, making it a recognised
best practice at European and national level.

1.6 Articles
The partners will write and publish 10 articles on national journals while a collection of press
release will be available on the website. The articles will be written in Italian and all partners
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will participate in the effort as foreseen by the communication and dissemination activities
on the grant agreement. On the website a specific section “press review” will contain all the
articles published.
The articles will bring the external stakeholder to understand the innovativeness and the
value of the Tiger Model. Moreover, through the description of the technical aspects’ other
stakeholders, and in particular other public authorities, will better understand the value of
the model and adopt it fostering the exploitation of the model.
TARGET: the articles address the scientific community, Italian public authorities, other
European stakeholders and ESCOs company.
TIMING: the articles should be published and available on the website during the project.
INDICATORS: n of people outreach trough articles, n of articles in magazines; contact
networks.
GOAL: 10 Articles delivered; 10% of mailing list contact networks.
PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:
The table shows the article foreseen in M3, the remaining five articles will be written by the
partner according to the relevance of the various activities.

PARTNE

ACTION

Channel

DUE DATE

R
AISFOR

Publication of the articles

M36

AISFOR

Article on storytelling kit (D5.2),

M19

AGENA

Article on toolkit for energy audits Canale Energia

M8

on specialised channel (D2.3)

Newsletter Renael
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AESS

Specialized

article

report

on Qualenergia

financial instrument for energy
renovation of SH Buildings (D2.2)

M11

Newsletter FIRE (?)
Rivista

gestione

energia (?)
https://energycities.eu/projects
AESS

Article
Housing

on

Innovative

financing

(D2.5)

Social 1.7
scheme/tool
1.8

Federcasa (?)

M11

Creiamo PA

https://www.buildup.eu/
AISFOR

Article on the objectives and the EMPOR
activities of TIGER

RA

To be defined

1.9 Participation

at

national

workshops/events

organised by others.
The partners will participate in 3 events or workshops organised by other entities (EE
companies) to foster the diffusion of TIGER Project and present key achievements. The
participation in events organised by ESCOs is even more important considering the
publication of the tender: the event could represent a good way to spread the new of the
tender, present its main feature and gather interest and feedback.
TARGET: ESCOs, EE organizations, National stakeholders
TIMING: 1 per year.
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INDICATORS: N of participants in the event to be assessed through attendance sheets.
GOAL: Participation in 3 events; at least 10 social housing companies participating in the
events ( + national event).
PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:

PARTNER

ACTION

PLACE

DUE DATE

ALL

Networking activities to find events

M36

AISFOR

Participation in one event to present

M36

the guidelines (D5.4)
AESS

Ecomondo/Key energy exposition Rimini

M17, M29

event
AESS

Settimana della bioarchitettura e Modena

M17,M29

della sostenibilità
AESS

Enermanagement (FIRE)

Bologna

(o

online)
AGENA

Conferenza annuale RENAEL

TBD (o online)

AGENA

EnergyMED

Napoli

AGENA
AESS

and Italia

in

classe

A

(ENEA)

http://italiainclassea.enea.it/mese-

M33
M6,

M18,

M24

dellefficienza-energetica/
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1.10 Organization of the national event
AISFOR will organize a national event in Rome to present the final results of the project and
foster the exploitation of the model. The communication in this event will be directed to
underline the positive achievements and the model’s point of strength to inform the public
and create possibilities arising from new synergies. Considering the nature of the event and
the goal to foster the project’s scalability, the participation of other regional authorities is
recommended.
TARGET: ESCOs, ATERs, Social Housing companies, Public Authorities, EE agencies,
National Stakeholders.
TIMING: M36
INDICATORS: n of participants, regional authorities and companies participating in the
event.
GOAL: 305 municipalities reached (together with publication and final reports); 19 regions
reached (together with publication and final reports; at least 100 participants (together with
participants in externa event?)
PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:

PARTNER

ACTION

AISFOR

Organization

DUE DATE
of

the

event

and

preparation of the invitations
ALL

Networking activities and delivery of
the invitations

AESS

EPC tender
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AESS
AGENA

and Invitation sent through the RENAEL
network

1.11 European Event
The partners will participate in at least one European event to present the project and its
main results. The national nature of the project makes participation in European events even
more important to guarantee an adequate dissemination of the project at international level.
TARGET: European Stakeholders
TIMING: before the end of the project.
INDICATORS: Participants to be assessed through attendance sheets
GOAL: at least 1 European event; at least 100 people reached (also through networking
activities).
PARTNER EFFORT:
PARTNER

ACTION

RA

Invitation trough the Agency (Task

DUE DATE

1.4)
ALL

European networking activities

AGENA

Participation in COMIF

AISFOR

Presentation of the guidelines (D5.4)
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1.12 Dissemination of project results through European
platforms
The project results will be disseminated also across Europe through Housing Europe. The
final reports and other public deliverables will be uploaded on the open access platforms
(European Energy Poverty Observatory and BUILD-UP).
TARGET: European Stakeholders
TIMING: to be carried on before the end of the project.
INDICATORS: N of people reached.
KPI: at least 100 people reached (also through the event)
PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:
PARTNER

ACTION

PLATFORM

AESS

Summary on financial instruments https://energy-

DUE DATE
M7

for energy renovation in SH in Italy cities.eu/projects/
(D2.2)

AISFOR

Social

BUILD UP
Housing

Refurbishment https://energy-

Guidelines

M30

cities.eu/projects/

1.13 Final Publishable Report (D6.6)
AISFOR, in collaboration with all the partners, will prepare a final publishable report which
will be professionally designed, attractive and tailored to the target groups. Therefore, the
document will be drafted in Italian and translated in English and made available on the
project website.
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TARGET:
⮚ Social housing inhabitants in general
⮚ Inhabitants of the social housing engaged in the project
⮚ ESCOs
⮚ ATERs
⮚ Public Authorities
⮚ National Authorities
⮚ European Authorities
TIMING: M36
INDICATORS: N of download from the website, google analytics
PARTNER EFFORT: all partners will cooperate providing AISFOR with the relevant
information to be inserted in the document and reviewing the final draft.

4. Task 6.5 Exploitation and Sustainability
1.14 Description and goal of the task
Building on the results of the household communication activities caried on by WP 5 and the
communication activities an exploitation plan (D6.5) will be drafted to replicate TIGER model
across Italy and Europe.
Therefore, the dissemination activities will continue also after the end of the project, based
on the evaluation of the achievements and impact. The partners will develop ideas for future
cooperation, contact relevant media and continue dissemination through media and develop
follow up activities. Moreover, according to the objective of the project to become a best
practice internationally recognised, it is fundamental to carry on adequate communication to
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present the positive results of the project. The final communication and dissemination
activities (starting from month M30) will set the basis for future up-take of the model.

1.15 Exploitation plan
AISFOR will draft an Exploitation plan (D6.5) which will stress the features and take-home
points. The latter will become the core of the following communication activities.
TARGET:
⮚ Social housing inhabitants in general
⮚ Inhabitants of the social housing engaged in the project.
⮚ ESCOs
⮚ ATERs
⮚ Public Authorities
⮚ National Authorities
⮚ European Authorities
TIMING: M30
INDICATORS: n. of download of the document from the website to be assessed through
Google Analytics.
PARTNER-ACTION-TIMING MATRIX:

PARTNER

ACTION

DUE DATE

AISFOR

Exploitation plan (D6.5)

M30
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ALL

Cooperate during the project in
identifying

the

main

take-home

points.

Monitoring and evaluation
The plan incorporates specific means to allow the continuous measurement of the
communication’s activity impact. The metric presented for each activity will be tracked yearly
by the WP leader (AISFOR) to continuously check the efficiency of the project
communication and dissemination strategy.
At the end of the project AISFOR will prepare a Report on the communication activities in
English (D6.4) on all the activities carried on within the project to address the different
stakeholder. To foster the achievement of the goals and the satisfaction of the identified KPI
all partners will be involved in quarterly reporting, based on the indicators and KPI mentioned
in the document (and summarized in the following tab).

COMMUNICATION

RESPONSIBLE INDICATOR

KPI

ACTIVITY
Creation

of

the AISFOR

Website

Number of access to the 500

persons

websites,

through

number

of reached

downloads of the material website
uploaded to be assessed
through google analytics and
automatic website counting.
Creation
Account

of

social AISFOR

Number of people reached 25.000

people

through social networks to be reached

through

social network.
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assessed

through

Social

Counter.
Dissemination

AISFOR

material

Number of download from distribution of 25000
the website (through google factsheets;
analytics),

Number

10

of posters and 2 roll-

material distributed (trough up.
Attendance sheets).
Articles

AISFOR

Number of people outreach 10

Articles

trough articles, Number of delivered; 10% of
articles

in

magazines; mailing list contact

contact networks
Participation

at AISFOR

networks.

Number of participants in the Participation

national

event

to

be

workshops/events

through attendance sheets.

in

3

assessed events; at least 10

organised by others.

social

housing

companies
participating in the
events ( + national
event).

Organization of the AISFOR

Number

of

participants, 305

national event

regional

authorities

municipalities

and reached

(together

companies participating in with publication and
the event

final

reports);

19

regions reached
AISFOR
European Event

Participants to be assessed at least 1 European
through attendance sheets

event; at least 100
people

reached

(also

through

networking
activities).
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Dissemination
project

of AISFOR

Number of people reached.

results

through

at least 100 people
reached

European

(also

through the event)

platforms
Final

Publishable AISFOR

Report (D6.6)

Exploitation plan

N of download from the
website, google analytics.

AISFOR

n

of

download

of

the

document from the website
to

be

assessed

through

Google Analytics.

5. EU communication Requirements, Visibility
of EU funding.
TIGER is a project funded by the European Commission under the Horizon 2020 program;
therefore, adequate visibility of the EU logo is mandatory in each communication and
dissemination material. According to the grant agreement, any communication and
dissemination material, in any form including electronic, must meet the following
requirements:

1.16 Display of the EU Emblem
EU emblem must be displayed so that it is clearly visible, considering the quality and the
format of the material. When displayed together with another logo, the EU emblem must
have appropriate dominance.
The use of EU emblem must meet specific requirements, which can be found in the following
document: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/eu-emblem-rules_en.pdf
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The EU emblem can be downloaded in different formats, colours and resolutions in the
official url:
Traditional logo: https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/standard-european-commissionlogos_en
Horizonal logo: https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/horizontal-european-commissionlogos_en

1.17 Information on EU funding
The following text must be included informing about EU funding and the financing
programme.
“This project has received funding from the European union’s Horizon 2020 research and
Innovation programme under grant agreement no 101018403 “
-

Disclaimer excluding Agency responsibility

Any dissemina2tion of results must indicate that it reflects only the author’s view and that
the Agency is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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